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Executive Summary

A Year of Firsts!

In the autumn we held our first
International Through-life Engineering
Services Conference at the Defence
Academy campus in Shrivenham,
Wiltshire. With over sixty papers and
a hundred delegates the conference
was a great academic success, which
has been born out in the growth
in submissions for this year. In the
spring we held our first International
Symposium on No Fault Found.
With over 140 delegates from more
than 60 organisations this proved
to be a ground breaking day with

presentations from experts across
a number of industry sectors. In the
summer we ran our first international
summer school with students from
across Europe and the UK both from
academia and industry. All these events
were underpinned by solid progress in
our research themes with interaction
with industry being led by a series of
win-win use-case studies modelled
on our interactions with Rolls-Royce.
The Centre has also supported other
proposals that have led to significant
research income in areas close to the
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core of the centre such as big data
management, energy harvesting and
sector skills development. Finally the
Centre has seen new members of
staff appointed and now stands on a
secure footing for the future looking
to the mid-term international review
for an independent assessment of its
progress.

Executive Summary

“The next three years will be
very important for the EPSRC
Centre for research impact
and sustainability.”

A successful and busy second year!
Overall, the EPSRC Centre has
successfully delivered research and
community building as planned and
exceeded expectations in raising
further funding for sustainability.

We had a busy second year for
the EPSRC Centre in Through-life
Engineering Services (TES). All five
core projects are producing tangible
results and the collaborations with
our industrial partners have become
stronger. The EPSRC Centre has
two major research themes: the
study of degradation and how to
improve design and manufacturing
to prevent that degradation; and
autonomous maintenance including
self-healing technologies. We
have already achieved one patent
in the self-healing area. We have
completed two industry projects with
Rolls-Royce and have designed and
made a prototype boroscope for active
thermography in inaccessible areas.
Our research is already impacting
industry and the MOD through root
cause analysis and specific idea
generation. The knowledge developed
through our research is already
contributing towards TES standards
development. Along with the five
core projects we have integrated
obsolescence management research
into the EPSRC Centre in line with our
growth plan. Professor Peter Foote,
EPSRC Manufacturing Fellow is also
contributing significantly to the growth
of the EPSRC Centre. Professor
Andrew Starr is leading the AUTONOM
project associated with the Centre and
Professor Tetsuo Tomiyama is growing
the autonomous maintenance area.
From this growth, the EPSRC Centre
has developed a critical mass in the
TES area and built a community of
researchers and industrial colleagues.

Professor Rajkumar Roy
Director

We are launching a new initiative
funded by the Higher Education
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Funding Council of England (HEFCE),
called the Operations Excellence
Institute. This Institute has £6m
of funding over 3 years (including
£3m from the HEFCE) and will work
closely with the EPSRC Centre. The
Operations Excellence Institute will
develop learning and teaching projects
and courses using the knowledge
and technology developed through
this EPSRC Centre and utilise the
existing client base of the Centre and
access the TES Studio. The Institute
will promote through-life operations
excellence through training and
research. Partner organisations for
the new Institute are Rolls-Royce,
SEMLEP, MHA, Kimberly College,
Milton Keynes College and
Hertfordshire University.
Over the past two years we have
engaged eleven new universities with
the EPSRC Centre through seventeen
funded feasibility studies. We have
completed ten of these studies and
the last batch of five are about to
start. These feasibility studies have
helped us to promote and develop
TES research capability within
other universities and support the
development of a UK TES community
within academia and industry. We are
organising a special session at the
TES Conference in November on the
results from the feasibility studies. We
have also held a TES Summer School
for the first time this year and had
seventeen participants from academia
and industry and across Europe. This
Summer School for PhD students and
early career practitioners was a great
success and we shall build on our
experience to develop it for next year.
As part of the community building we

are continuing the TES Conference
and the TES Award with our media
partner, SayOneMedia, publishers
of The Manufacturer magazine. The
conference has attracted over 80
papers, a 50% increase over last year!
The conference has also established
itself through CIRP sponsorship and
Elsevier publication of the proceedings.
We are also very happy to host the
Manufacturing the Future Conference
2013 for the EPSRC. The conference
has grown significantly in terms of
number of contributions this year and
we hope to have wide participation
from many different manufacturing
research groups in the country.
The next three years will be very
important for the EPSRC Centre for
research impact and sustainability.
We will continue to develop novel
technological solutions for TES and
focus on innovation. We would also
like to mature our research to develop
further capability in delivering higher
TRL (Technology Readiness Level)
solutions and training. We need to
work more strategically with our
industry partners and encourage
new members to join. We have to
make the TES Club our new entry
level of membership work to increase
industry participation and support! BAE
Systems has launched a Dependability
Knowledge Hub, supported by the
EPSRC Centre. This Hub provides
a great opportunity to significantly
improve the impact of our research with
industry. Overall, the EPSRC Centre
has successfully delivered research
and community building as planned
and exceeded expectations in raising
further funding for sustainability. We
have to keep the momentum going and
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strengthen our international reputation
through best quality research,
technology development, publication
and outreach. In the coming year, we
hope to host a number of researchers
within the centre and also second
some centre researchers to other
famous laboratories across the world
for cross learning and international
benchmarking.

Professor Rajkumar Roy
Director

Project
Core
Projects
Title
Five core projects were proposed in the original grant application. One was
completed in the first year of the Centre and the other four form the backbone
of the research effort so far. They are No Fault Found, Component Degradation
Feedback to Design and Manufacture, Systems Engineering and Self-healing
Technologies. To these have been added Collaborative Autonomous Robotics for
Maintenance and Sensor Verification and Validation.

Core Project NFF

“Investigations are proposed
to use the Challenger II tank
upgrade as a case study ”

Reduction of Non-Fault (NFF) Through
System Design
identify the issues and to classify them
into three different classes of NFFs:
a) Intermittent faults: a fault is
indicated but disappears when
investigated by the maintenance
organisation,
b) Integration faults: a component or
sub-system passes the designated
tests but shows faults when
incorporated with other systems
c) Test Equipment and Built-in-Test
Equipment (BITE) a fault is
indicated by the test but there is
insufficient information available to
locate the exact unit or component
to be replaced.
Research Objectives

The research objectives continue to the
refined and are:

An attendence of over
140 delegates at the
first annual seminar
demonstrated wide cross
sector intrest in the NFF
problem.

The occurrence of faults which have
no confirmed cause, known as No
Fault Found (NFF) has continued
to be investigated in this project.
Considerable progress has been
made during the last year to establish
the fundamentals and interactions
in coupled whole systems where
electronic, electrical and mechanical
sub-systems can display many and
diverse causes and reasons for the
designation NFF. Solutions have
always proved to be difficult to identify
and best practice is often not being
shared within industries or across
industry boundaries. The root causes
are diverse and many are specific and
customised to particular organisations.
The causes vary from intermittency
-8-

which is difficult to replicate, incorrect
diagnostic techniques or tests,
poor training, incorrect processes,
operational pressures or poor design.
The costs are significant and often
hidden. There are many reasons for
this but awareness has been growing
during the last year evidenced by
the interest shown in the first annual
seminar held in March and attended
by over 140 delegates from many
different industries and sectors. This
demonstrated the interest and that the
problem and the appropriate solutions
are certainly not unique to any one
industry and that there is considerable
interest in solutions and best practice.
The research team has continued to

• To identify common root causes
of the classes of the NFF problem
across industries and understand
the nature, the effect and the
impact of coupling between
sub-systems.
• To develop modelling and Failure
Modes Effects Analysis (FMEA)
techniques to give Fault Detection
and Isolation (FDI) bounds for a
system.
• To develop a fault localisation
mechanism and demonstrator at
the board and sub-system level.
• To define system design rules and
demonstrate their effectiveness
to reduce the likelihood of NFF
occurrences.
• To develop a system design
evaluation standard and procedure

that will reduce the problem of NFF
occurring later in the lifecycle.
Progress to date

Tabassom Sedighi, joined the team in
March as a BAE systems Case Award
to start her PhD entitled Predicting
the Burden of NFF in Avionics and will
research into correlating in-service
NFF events, the root cause fault and
key characteristics of the electronic
equipment such as the number of
connectors, complexity and operating
environment. Wakil Ahmad also
started in March filling the vacant
post to start his PhD entitled Health
Monitoring for Intermittent Faults
and will look at developing hardware
based health monitoring algorithms.
Two MSc individual theses are being
supervised by Paul and Chris in the
area of NFF data management and test
and testability; they will both directly
contribute to the research effort.
The commissioned environmental
test chamber is awaiting items
from two industries for research
and investigation into known NFF
problems. The leased intermittent fault
detection and isolation equipment
has been used to research faults
in wiring and to understand how it
can be used to complement the test
routines designed for the equipment
to be tested in the environmental
chamber. We have continued to work
closely our tier 3 industrial partner,
Copernicus Technology Ltd, and
established links with the University
of Lincoln, Warwick University and TU
Delft. Significant research is currently
underway in modelling the changing
dynamics of intermittent faults in
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relation to component level degradation
and identifying and correlating key
intermittent fault parameters to the
fault response at the system level.
The purpose of this research is to
reduce NFF by closing the loop
between symptoms identified in the
maintenance activity and the symptoms
reported at the equipment level during
operation.
We have continued our leading role
in the newly formed NFF Working
Group as part of the ADS MRO &
Logistics network and participated in
the quarterly meetings; we provide the
Secretary for this group at present. We
are about to publish a comprehensive
academic literature survey on NFF
which is in two parts. A paper was
published at the first International
Conference on Through-life
Engineering Services TESConf 2012
(Shrivenham) on the problem of NFF
Taxonomy entitled “No Fault Found,
Retest OK, Cannot Duplicate or Fault
Not Found? –Towards a standardised
taxonomy” by Samir Khan, Paul
Phillips, Chris Hockley and Ian
Jennions. A study on the organisational
and procedural impacts of NFF across
the RAF including Fast Jet, Helicopter
and Multi-Engine aircraft is nearing
completion and we are working with
Air Command HQ to help define a NFF
Policy for the RAF. Investigations are
also proposed with the British Army
to use the Challenger II tank upgrade
as a case study. We now have access
to the MoD LITS data to assess the
impact and causes of NFF across a
range of aircraft and systems. We have
also identified individual systems for
investigation from our core partners

Bombardier Transportation and the MoD and we await the equipment
identified from a selected UK military helicopter avionics system suffering
from NFF so that experimental investigations can be started.

Dr Paul Philips testing electronics in
the environmental test-chamber.

The first annual symposium on NFF was held at Cranfield in March
which has resulted in significant further interest and opportunities. The
symposium, sponsored by the IET and AAD KTN was the first of its
kind in the world and succeeded in bringing together an international
community of industrial practitioners at Cranfield to discuss solutions and
to identify key priority areas for tackling the problem. The symposium
had seven industry keynote speakers and was attended by 145
delegates from 60 organisations.
Impact
The impact of the research so far is best described by the potential
testing of an item of MOD equipment which has suffered a high NFF
rate in the Afghanistan theatre. By working closely with the project team
a test regime has been designed for the environmental chamber to test
the theories of temperature and inadequate cooling being the cause.
The impact with the OEM and sub-contractor has been a new and
considerable interest in accepting that there is a problem and in finding
a solution. Whilst this has delayed receipt of the relevant equipment, the
research interests and objectives for the Centre will still be excellent,
showing not only the research capability but also confirmation of the
causes and solutions, so providing the Centre with an excellent example
of research driven solutions being delivered.
__________________
Papers published and in preparation
Published
Hockley, C., Phillips, P. (2013), “The impact of No-Fault Found (NFF)
on through-life engineering services”, International Journal of Quality in
Maintenance Engineering, Vol 18, Issue 2, PP. 141-153
Khan, S., Phillips, P., Hockley, C., Jennions, I. (2012), “No Fault
Found, Retest OK, Cannot Duplicate or Fault Not Found? –Towards
a standardised taxonomy” The 1st International Conference for
Through-life Engineering Services, Cranfield
Papers In Preparation
Sedighi, T., Phillips, P. (2013), “Categorising Intermittent Fault Dynamics
using Nonlinear Unknown Input Observers”, The 2nd International
Conference for Through-life Engineering Services, Cranfield
Syed, W, Khan, S., Phillips, P., Perinipanagagam, S. (2013), “A Survey of
Existing Intermittent Fault Finding Technologies”, The 2nd International
Conference for Through-life Engineering Services, Cranfield
Khan, S., Phillips, P., Hockley, C., Jennions, I. (2013), “Perspectives
on Recent Industrial Developments on No Fault Found: Part 1”, The
International Journal of Reliability, Quality and Safety Engineering

NO- Fault-Found!

Khan, S., Phillips, P., Hockley, C., Jennions, I. (2013), “Perspectives
on Recent Industrial Developments on No Fault Found: Part 2”, The
International Journal of Reliability, Quality and Safety Engineering

Millions are wasted on engineering repairs
where faults cannot be found – no-fault-found

Project Team
Chris Hockley, Ian Jennions, Paul Phillips and Samir Khan, Tabassom
Sedighi and Wakil Ahmad

www.through-life-engineering-services.org
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Characterisation of ‘In
Service’ Component
Feedback for System Design
and Manufacture
It is observed that wear, cracking, fatigue, and
corrosion are the top degradation mechanisms for
aerospace components. This project will develop a
technology demonstrator to capture component
failure, damage and degradation data using two well
known technologies: 3D digitiser for the surface
characteristics and surface cracks, and thermography
for corrosion, delamination, impact
damage, and disbonds. X-ray and CT
images will be used to identify internal
cracks and degradations. The data
will be fused together and analysed
using novel algorithms to identify the
nature of wear, corrosion, and cracking.
We shall study the link between the
service performance and the initial
system architecture, and develop
new guidance for system design for
a better service life, thereby reducing
the engineering service effort required.
The efficient and effective capture,
interpretation, transition, storage,
and fusion of a very large volume
of complex data, information and
knowledge represents an enormous
challenge on many levels. An overview
of the research is illustrated below

NDT of degraded components
utilising active pulse thermography.

accessing CT/X-ray and 3D laser
techniques to inspect components,
is focussing on the development of
active pulsed thermography as a
novel solution for the identification
of sub-surface degradation. The
research will aim to take image
files from all aforementioned NDT
techniques, develop image fusion
and processing techniques in order to
establish a recognition classification
system employing semantic tags.
In developing the thermographic
inspection method the team has
had increasing success relative to
preliminary autonomous identification
of defects and the sizing of such
damage features identified by the
thermographic data.

A Framework for the Characterisation of ‘In Service’
Component Feedback for System Design and
Manufacture.

Core Project Component Feedback

In seeking to understand the failure
or degradation mechanisms for
components, various NDT methods are
being employed. The project, whilst
- 12 -
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Core Project Component Feedback

In addition to on-going development
of the ability to identify and measure
sub-surface defects, parallel research
is being undertaken by the centre
in the area of large component
mosaicking and the ability to stitch
multiple images.
The centre has developed a robot
inspection cell which has the ability
to present large components to a
static Infra-red camera (thermography
system), or alternatively the camera
may be mounted on the robot and
used to take multiple images of large
flat and curved geometries. It also
offers the potential for batch inspection
of components.
inspection of core compnents in
mosaicked parts.

Autonomous robotic presentation
of an engine component to the
thermographic inspection system.

artificial sub-surface
damage features

Autonomous sizing of damage features
(Orientation Ignorant).

Comparison of data taken from the
system manually (left)
and from the robot presentation
(right)

A comparison of imaging for standard test plates is
illustrated above. Here gauge plate test samples
were manufactured and then inspected by the
inspection cell both manually and with the robot/
camera interface enabled. The results are very
promising.
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analysis to be applied to textual
data imported from datasets into
excel (Use Case 3).

Core Project Component Feedback

• Validate the Use Case 3 tool in
actual scenario. Tool applied
to Marine Sector maintenance
records/correspondence. Within 5
days of provision 17 additional

• service events recognised within
existing data records for 1 active
service investigation: leading to
improved quality of root cause
• analysis as a result of improved
confirmed event dataset.

•

Design, Manufacture, Build, and
Service (MRO) functions for the Trent
900 HP NGV (AS-IS) as produced by
Rolls Royce Plc has been mapped
and fully modelled in both IDEF0 and
IDEF3 formats.

• marks to achieving research aim.

Table1:
List of ‘Use Cases’ employed as way

DFMEA, Data Mining, and trend
mapping

_________________
Prototype for thermographic
boroscope inspection system

In parallel with lab based research,
investigations have been undertaken
to ascertain the suitability of the
technology in inaccessible areas. An
MSc Group project, supported by
Bombardier Transport Plc developed
an initial prototype of a boroscope
utilising active pulsed thermography.

• The team are working towards
the development of a ‘Service
lead Design DFMEA’ system
architecture. The core partner has
facilitated the complete mapping
of the design, manufacture, and
service activities for the Trent 900
High Pressure Nozzle Guide Vane,
the output of which is presented
in IDEF0 and IDEF3 models.
The activity map was seen as an
essential tool to understanding
the inputs, outputs, constraints
and mechanisms facilitating each
stage of the process. From this
the knowledge flowing through the
process (model) can be assessed.
This level of understanding of
the ‘AS-IS’ condition is seen as a
prerequisite for the development of
the proposed system architecture
and the proposed service design
and support strategy.
‘Use Cases’ as waymarks to
achieving the research aim
In order to guide and measure
progression towards achieving the
research aim, a series of ‘Use Cases’
have been defined by the EPSRC
Centre and this project’s industrial
partner. Each ‘Use Case’ is defined
as a mini-project within its own right
and is identified as a building block
to be achieved towards meeting the
- 16 -

Use Case
No.

Use Case Title

Status

1

DFMEA Analysis – Failure mode knowledge based
suggestion service

Complete [Q1 -2012]

2

Deterioration mechanism knowledge base – cause
and effects drivers (Life cycle stage: operation)

Complete [Q1 -2012]

3

Service cost driver analysis toolset
(life cycle stage: design/operation)

Complete [Q1 -2012]

• Developing algorithmic framework
to analyse active thermography
images of different types of
component degradation.

4

IP Compressor Blade Life Cycle Cost drivers –
lifing rules/assumptions verification

• Development of a prototype
boroscope for thermographic
inspection on inaccessible
areas supported by Bombardier
Transportation.

5

Semi-automated collection of shop inspection data

6

Event time line – automatic extraction (Life cycle
stage: Service Operation)

Duration [Aug 2103 to Sept 2014]

7

The development of a Repair Knowledge database linked to component, feature and degradation mechanism

Duration [Dec 2012 to Sept 2014]

8

The generation of a Gold Standard Commodity
Service Strategy Pack

Duration [April 2012 to Sept 2014]

9

Commodity Service Experience Navigator

final research deliverable (See the
framework map above). Each ‘Use
Case’ has the following essential
characteristics; one that it must align to
the needs of achieving the project aim,
and two to demonstrate added value
to both the project and the industrial
sponsor.
Summary of Progress to date
• Integration of thermographic
inspection system and the robotic
arm, with preliminary mosaicking
of multiple data cells for large part
inspection.

• Utilise existing terminology
recognition tools to analyse existing
database entries of experience and
compile a master reference index.
Developed an index of physics of
failure (deterioration mechanisms)
and the commodity/features they
impact, based on 63,000 textual
database entries of perceived risk
or actual evidence. (Use Case 1)
• Develop a Microsoft Excel
based user friendly interface for
Terminology recognition tools
that allows use by semi -skilled
analysts and allows for feedback to
the Semantic data set. Developed
an Excel add-in tool that allowed
terminology recognition semantic

Duration [Jan 13 to Sept 14]

Duration [Q4 2013]

Duration [Set 2013 – Dec 2013]

Project Team
Rajkumar Roy, Jorn Mehnen, Louis Redding, Pavan Addepalli, Lawrence Tinsley, Nicholau Morar, Caxton Okoh
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Core Project Component Feedback

Deterioration Knowledge Base

Servitisation of traditional product
systems and the concept of co-creation
of value have driven availability based
service contracts in many sectors,
increasing the need for effective
through-life support. Understanding
physical deterioration is crucial in
predictive asset management, which
allows better maintenance planning
and reduced down time, as well as
designing for improved reliability, which
results in increased availability. The
deterioration knowledge base project
aims to deliver a process for the
implementation of a knowledge base
of deterioration mechanisms, which will
provide its customers with a valuable
source of information that could reduce
the life-cycle costs of their complex
service systems.
The deterioration knowledge base
project group has worked with
the project sponsor companies,
Rolls-Royce and Bombardier
Transportation, as well as the EPSRC
National Centre for Innovative
Manufacturing in Through-life
Engineering Services (TES Centre),
in order to gather their requirements
for the knowledge management
process. These requirements have
been systematically analysed and
transformed into a process for
delivering the deterioration knowledge
base.
A knowledge base of deterioration
mechanisms could be useful in terms
of improving the reliability. It can
be argued that a knowledge-based
approach for deterioration mechanisms

would capture valuable service
experience and tacit knowledge and
make these available to designers.
Designing the assets with a better
understanding of failure mechanisms
would result in higher reliability and
therefore higher operational availability.
This project has developed a process
for a knowledge base of physical
deterioration mechanisms and a
roadmap for deployment of the
knowledge base by 2015. The process
defined in this report will deliver
competitive advantage to its customers
by accessing knowledge beyond the
boundaries of their organisations.
The successful implementation of
the knowledge base is considered
as a means to provide the customers
better access to knowledge than
their competitors. The process for
the deterioration knowledge base
delivers competitive advantage to
the stakeholders through an effective
knowledge management strategy and
through the opportunity to increase the
operational availability of their assets.

Integrating spare parts planning with engine
health monitoring

Team Members:
Bevridge Chishaka, Andy Douglas,
Geoff Longstreeth, Craig Murdie, Murat
Türkaslan
Supervisors:
Andrew Starr, Andy Harrison, and Rob
Cowling,
Industry Partners, Bombardier
Transportation, Rolls-Royce, BAE
Systems and MOD

This result meant that inventory was 15% better
aligned to demand than the currently used processes for
prediction; potentially leading to substantial savings.
Continuous asset health monitoring
can help predict potential failures in
advance, consequently minimising the
need for periodic checks, maximising
asset life, and optimising the service
decision-making process. A further,
untapped benefit of asset health
monitoring is the better planning
of spare parts inventory needed to
support service and maintenance. The
mismatch between what is needed and
what is in the warehouse can mean
inflated inventory tying up cash, or
lack of inventory, halting the service
process.
Rolls Royce Plc employs Engine Health
Monitoring technology to diagnose
failures on the go. A further, untapped
benefit of this data is its predictive

power, which could be used to plan for
spare parts inventories in advance. In
this project we assessed the feasibility
of such an approach. An Excel based
statistical tool was created to filter,
mine and analyse NGV data from the
Trent 800 series. Statistical analysis
showed that consideration of variables
such as engine temperatures at certain
time intervals, previous repair and
scrap rates of the NGV component,
and MRO locations significantly
improved the prediction of spare part
inventory needed. This result meant
that inventory was 15% better aligned
to demand than the currently used
processes for prediction; potentially
leading to substantial savings.

The deterioration knowledge base
process has defined a knowledge
management architecture that,
when implemented, will provide the
members of the TES Centre access
to knowledge beyond the boundaries
of their organisations. The report also
defines future steps for successful
implementation of the knowledge base.
The process and the use of the system
are demonstrated via a case study.

- 18 -
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Potential savings were also examined
using pessimistic, optimistic, and
most likely scenarios with Monte
Carlo analysis. Given such promising
results, the researchers are currently
looking for ways to undertake further
research. Among many avenues for
future research are the generalization
to other asset types, and the further
improvement of predictive power of the
models are initial priorities.
Team members:
Dany Kuteifan, Valentin Chabidon,
Dayananda Lakshmana, Quentin
Barruel, Frank Chudej, Ankit Mohta
Supervisors:
Alexandra Brintrup and Tetsuo
Tomiyama
Industrial partners:
Rolls Royce Plc, O-SyS Optimized
Systems and Solutions

Core Project System Design
Research output

Improvement of System Design Process for
Whole Life Cost Reduction

“We have identified case
studies with two of the
Centre’s core industrial
partners which will
require extensive
researcher time on site”
Project team:
Phil John
Essam Shehab
Piotr Sydor

Background

Key research questions:

This research project aims
to investigate system design
characteristics and the associated
industrial system design approaches
and processes that are necessary to
achieve an optimised system design
from the perspectives of Whole-Life
Cost and other Through-Life issues.
The research focuses on the design
of the overall System, with particular
emphasis on the system partitioning
/ modular structure represented by
the “System Architecture Design”.
This refers to the partitioning, by the
designer, of the system into component
subsystems, with the corresponding
allocation of requirements, specification
of properties and interfaces. This
System Architecture Design, selected
by the designer, can have a significant
impact on the service delivery and
through-life performance, whole life cost
and risk.
A specific application of interest to
industry that will be addressed by the
research is the derivation of a design
process, for the overall system, to
support evaluation of the whole life
cost of “More Electric Systems” and,
specifically, how the process would
conduct Option Assessment for System
Architectures to achieve through life
success.
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1. What impact do design decisions
at the System level (e.g. the
architectural design option,
technology choices and partitioning
across mechanical, electrical and
software elements) have on the
whole life cost of a system and
what are the key cost drivers
(e.g. obsolescence management,
maintenance-repair-overhaul,
technology insertion, system
requalification etc)?
2. What System Design approach,
in terms of process, methodology
and enabling tools, is appropriate
to achieve successful through-life
System Designs?
3. How would the recommended
System Design approach be
implemented in a practical way in
industry?
Achievements
We have identified case studies with
two of the Centre’s core industrial
partners which will require extensive
researcher time on-site. This project
has been linked with another 3-year
research project on system design
concepts of cryogenic cooling system
for All-Electric Aircraft. We have
captured top-level system functional
requirements of the cryogenic cooling
system. The requirements have been
analyzed and modelled using the
Decision Rationale editor (DRed) and
Quality Function Deployment (QFD).

The identified functional requirements
of the cryogenic system have
been reported in a paper entitled
“Cryogenics Systems Study for
Turbo-electric Distributed Propulsion
Solution”, Proceedings of the More
Electric Aircraft (MEA) Conference,
Bordeaux, France, 19th November
2012 by Joe Palmer, Essam Shehab
and Mark Husband. The paper
presented an assessment of current
cryogenic technology and optimization
of the overall all-electric system by
considering a number of potential
electrical/cryogenic architectures.
A paper titled “Quality Function
Deployment and Sensitivity Analysis
of Requirements for Future Aircraft
Propulsion Cryogenic Cooling
Systems” by Joe Palmer, Essam
Shehab, Ip-Shing Fan and Mark
Husband, has been presented at
the 11th International Conference on
Manufacturing Research (ICMR2013)
held at Cranfield University, 19th-20th
September 2013. This paper described
an assessment through a Quality
Function Deployment (QFD) and
sensitivity and failure mode analyses
of a set of previous cryogenic system
generated requirements and functional
models. This process enabled
validation of the cryogenic system
requirements before concept design
options were considered.
A paper titled “Development of
a Cryogenic System Model for
Aerospace Propulsion” by Joe Palmer,
Essam Shehab and Mark Husband,
has been accepted to the International
Symposium for Air-Breathing Engines
Conference (ISABE), Held in Busan,
South Korea, 9th-13th of September
2013. This paper described the
process and complexity associated
with the design of the cryogenic cooling
systems, and outlines the process
development of a model that could
estimate associated efficiency-influencing factors enabling rapid design
concepts simulation.
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Core Project Self-Healing Technologies

“This is very much the process
by which humans themselves
have great resilience”

Self-Healing Technologies for Electronic and
Mechanical Components and Subsystems.
Self-sharpening knives
and self-repairing
bearings from the
mechanical world,
self-repairing paint from
the materials world, and
self-repairing memory
from the electronics
world are with us already.

Background
This project aims to devise
architectures that exploit self-healing
technologies for electronic and
mechanical components and
subsystems to reduce maintenance.
In designing new products, there is an
expectation of a much greater lifespan
with minimal call upon engineering
service support throughout its life. This
project aims to extend system longevity
by increasing the system’s capacity to
self-repair.

Progenitors to the self-repair capability
can be found in domain-specific
research such as materials, mechanics
and electronics. Self-sharpening
knives and self-repairing bearings from
the mechanical world, self-repairing
paint from the materials world, and
self-repairing memory from the
electronics world are with us already.
This research will first develop the
self-healing approaches within the
electronic and mechanical domains
separately and then study the coupling

of these domains for mechatronic
systems.
The ideal support strategy for a
mechatronic system in need of repair
is one that administers the support
as required in-situ without the need
for human decision or intervention.
This is very much the process by
which humans themselves have great
resilience in that the micro repair of
damage, the process of healing, goes
on without intervention unless the
damage sustained is severe.
Large engineering systems in safety
critical situations already have a
level of mitigation in the form of
fault-tolerance and health monitoring.
We wish to bring more capable built
in self-test or BIST and to introduce
built-in self-repair to realise self-maintenance. However, the migration of
self-repair to lower value systems is
a process which engineering is just
beginning. In all these applications,
there are generic concepts at work in
the healing paradigm: self-diagnosis,
with redundancy of resources and
timescales to affect the repair.
Key research questions:
• Is it possible to simulate the
coupling between mechanical
and electronic sub- systems such
that self-healing strategies can be
quantified and evaluated?
• Can we learn from biological
self-repair strategies such as
stem cell therapy and how
best to implement mechatronic
self-healing?
• How can evolutionary multi-objective optimisation techniques
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be used to support design for
self-healing using basic building
blocks?
• Are there common methodologies
found in existing self-healing
systems to enable future designs?
• How can next generation sensing
technology contribute to this
self-healing area, including energy
scavenging mechanisms?
Achievements
Our core activities are centred on
mechanical redundancy, self-sufficient
sensors for fault detection and
self-repairing electronics. Practical
demonstrators are in progress as a
major deliverable: A 6-bar mechanism
demonstrator has been created
based around ‘Hart’s invertor’. This
mechanism is designed to produce a
traced straight line, however due to
manufacturing tolerances and wear
in joints, the physical line produced
is not perfect. The demonstrator
allows some control over the play in
each joint highlighting the effect of
this problem and we are currently
investigating ways to mitigate this
effect. In the electronics domain, a
bio-inspired repair mechanism has
been implemented on a reconfigurable
electronic chip (an FPGA) that is able
to recover from non-persistent soft
errors. This is a combined redundant
and reconfiguration approach. This
will be further developed to include an
interactive interface. A resilient state
machine has been implemented on
an industry standard microcontroller
(Intel 8051) that implements most of
its functionality a simple look up table
stored in memory. This is distinct from
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conventional designs because there
is very little additional logic required
to implement the state machine, and
the look up table can be protected by
well-known data error detection and
correction method. This adds resilience
to the device.
New collaborations
We have initiated new research
with the National Centre for Printed
Electronics, part of the national
CATAPULT scheme. This work
is supported by an Innovation
Award granted to investigate how
self-repairing for electronics can be
applied to printed transistor circuits.
This exciting area promises new
applications for low cost, flexible
printed electronics for the consumer
industry however the viability of this
technology for high value and critical
systems has not been explored. Our
goal is to build and test self-repairing
techniques based on redundancy for
fault-tolerance using printed transistors
to determine whether a reliable circuit
can be built when the transistors are
subjected to harsh conditions and
therefore become unreliable.
An MSc project in conjunction with
Smiths Detection on resilient wireless
sensing has been completed which
involved real world assessment of
windustrial wireless hardware and how
it can be made more robust for critical
systems.

Research output
A paper has been accepted
“Self-healing and self-repairing

FPGA test platform.
Field-programmable gate arrays (FPGA) comprise a 2-D array of logic elements (LE),
interconnect fabric and global logic. A LE may be conceptually regarded as being
similar to a CCA cell that with the necessary I/O and LUT logic to execute rules. An
Altera Stratix II FPGA was therefore chosen to implement a logic unit based on a CCA.

www.yourannualreport.com

Prof Alan Purvis

Richard McWilliam

technologies” for the International
Journal of Advanced Manufacturing
Technology. This paper surveys and
classifies state of the art development
in the area of self-healing and
self-repairing technology, which
promises to change the way in which
critical and high value engineering
systems look after themselves.

electronics design, simulation and
layout. This software is compatible
with the Europractice ASIC fabrication
programme.

Three papers will be given at TESConf
2013 covering research progress
in electronics and mechatronics
self-repair. A further review article has
been submitted to the Journal of the
Institute of Measurement and Control
“On the concepts of self-repairing
systems” that discusses the real-world
implications of incorporating self-repair
into systems. A quantitative survey of
self-repair electronics is in preparation,
which concentrates on redundancy and
reconfiguration mechanisms. Further
links with the electronics research and
industrial community were progressed
via the DATE13 event (funded by a
Strategic Partnership Award). This
includes on-going developments with
Georgia-Tech. Furthermore, 2 abstracts
have been submitted for presentation
at the “2nd Annual EPSRC
Manufacturing the Future” conference.
Facilities
We recently installed a new mixed
signal test system from National
Instruments. This instrument is capable
of precision, multi-channel digital
and analogue fault injection and I/O
testing and is highly customisable for
different experiments. The PXI chassis
is also highly portable for off-site
experiments. We have also configured
Cadence EDA, an industry toolset for

New electronics test and measurement
equipment for hardware in loop
functional testing has been acquired.
The PXI hardware is used for
automation of analogue and digital
test using Labview front end and
programmable FPGA cards for
advanced input/output testing,
hardware simulation and fault
injection. This resource will allow
proof of concept testing of self-healing
electronics both in the laboratory and
on-location.
Intellectual property
UK Patent granted in Self-repairing
electronic data systems: As a part of
the research work into self-healing
technologies, Durham University was
recently granted a patent GB2468269
entitled “Self-repairing electronic data
systems”, published 6th February 2013.
This patent details background IP into
cellular automata and how they can be
used to protect application critical logic
circuits that have suffered transient
upset due to harsh environmental
conditions.
__________________

Project team:
Alan Purvis,
Ashutosh Tiwari,
Richard McWilliam, Philipp Schiefer.
Michael Farnsworth
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Prof Ashutosh Tiwari

Michael Farnsworth

Core Project
Autonomous Maintenance

Collaborative Autonomous Robotics for
Maintenance
This project looks to
tackle some of these
challenges in order
to push forward the
boundaries of automated
robotic maintenance.

Background
Industrial maintenance can be both
time and labour intensive, and often
occur within a number of hazardous
environments which makes undertaking
such a difficult task. Among the product
life cycle phases, maintenance is one
of the least automated processes
due to its irregular, non-deterministic
and non-standardised nature. The
introduction of automated robotic
platforms towards industrial
maintenance of some kind could prove
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very beneficial, with a reduction in both
the cost and time needed to undertake
the routine task of maintenance.
There are a number of challenges
present within the application of
robotics to industrial maintenance.
The need for inspection of various
components and systems for fault
or maintenance, the need for
suitable planning and mapping of the
maintenance task to be undertaken by
multiple robotic platforms, and the often
bespoke solutions required to

“Work has begun on establishing within the
centre two open source and widely used
frameworks for robotic control”
undertake such physical maintenance
tasks.
At every step of the activities above,
there is a possibility of irregularities,
such as defect, contamination,
deformation, missing components,
and foreign objects, which needs to be
inspected and processed properly. This
also implies that maintenance requires
intelligent judgments which make the
entire process highly non-deterministic.
This project looks to tackle some of
these challenges in order to push

forward the boundaries of automated
robotic maintenance. Beginning with
a look at the task of maintenance
classification, how can current industrial
engineering techniques be utilised to
construct a process or methodology
for classifying a maintenance task that
can be undertaken by an automated
robotic platform. Thus allowing for the
modelling, analysis and decomposition
of complex maintenance tasks into
smaller ‘unit tasks’ that can later
be linked with current or future
robotic platforms or components for
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automisation. This research will look
to develop and validate such a task
classification methodology using
industrial maintenance examples
and identify where autonomy can be
introduced through the use of robotic
platforms.
Later a feasibility study will be
undertaken to develop and
demonstrate a number of collaborative
robots tasked with performing a
number of maintenance tasks. The
robotic platforms can fall into simple

Core Project Autonomous Maintenance

fixed collaborative robotic systems performing maintenance along an
assembly / disassembly line, mobile robotic platforms fixed to simple rail
guidance systems, or to fully autonomous mobile robotic swarm systems.
Research Objectives
• Developing theoretical understanding of maintenance activities by
modelling them as composition of unit subtasks
• Feasibility study of application of collaborative robots to maintenance
including physical demonstration
Project Team
Tetsuo Tomiyama and Michael Farnsworth
Progress to Date

Tetsuo Tomiyama

We have developed a maintenance task classification methodology
based upon known industrial engineering techniques to capture the
necessary steps needed to perform a maintenance task and identify
areas for possible automation using robotic platforms. This has led to
the publishing of a paper at TESConf2013 entitled “Maintenance Task
Classification: Towards Automated Robotic Maintenance for Industry”.
We have identified suitable robotic platforms for application towards
collaborative robotic maintenance and are in the process of constructing
suitable maintenance scenarios which capture some of the major
characteristics present in maintenance that are challenging to robotic
automation.
A key component of any robotic automation is in the decision making
and controlling software needed to integrate and work with the robotic
platforms chosen. Work has begun on establishing within the centre two
open source and widely used frameworks for robotic control, the robotic
operating system (ROS) and ROS Industrial. With ROS it is possible to
use the various planning, sensing and control robotic libraries to aid in
future robotic maintenance applications, while ROS Industrial provides
more advanced software for the control of industrial robotic platforms
such as the Fanuc m-20ia robotic arm present in the laboratory.
Impact

Michael Farnsworth

Engagement with Industry is of key importance to this research in order
to gauge the real challenges present in automation of maintenance
activities through robotics. A close relationship with Bombardier
Transportation UK has allowed some of the developed research to
be tested in the field to give a better understanding of its impact and
feedback on where this research can be applied and improved. This
covers task classification of a number of train undercarriage maintenance
tasks. Maintenance scenarios evolved from those currently encountered
by Bombardier within their train maintenance depots are also currently
being investigated, for example train brake pad replacement.
Conferences and Events
CIRP IPS2 Spring School Invited Talk – Prof Tetsuo Tomiyama
IET Robotics: From Innovation to Service Event
Through-life Engineering Services Conference 2013
__________________
Papers in Preparation
Maintenance Task Classification: Towards Automated Robotic
Maintenance for Industry – Submitted to TES Conf2013

www.through-life-engineering-services.org
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Core Project Autonomous Maintenance

A Group Project on the Application of
Industrial Engineering Techniques to Enable
Robotic Maintenance
Recent decades have seen an
increasing use of robots within
manufacturing processes. The speed,
availability and improved accuracy
of robots has significantly reduced
both initial manufacturing costs and
through-life costs due to improved
quality. It therefore seems logical to
explore the possibilities of robots being
used within the maintenance function
to provide the same benefits as are
found by their use in the manufacturing
process.

The first stage in this process is to
provide an accurate description of what
is entailed in maintenance tasks. It is
this area which this research seeks to
address by using existing Industrial
Engineering (IE) techniques to
describe selected maintenance tasks.
These results will seek to answer the
questions:
• Are existing IE techniques capable
of providing a full description of
maintenance tasks?

• Where can robotic devices be
realistically deployed?
• Where does future development
need to be focussed to enable
robots to undertake maintenance
tasks autonomously?
IE techniques that were developed
for describing the time and motion
of human operators provide a basis
for describing maintenance tasks
but a significant extension of those
techniques are needed before they
are able to describe these tasks in
sufficient detail to enable them to be
assessed for possible execution by a
robot.
A number of known IE techniques
(SIMO, Motion Analysis, Therbligs)
were applied to a simple maintenance
task, in this instance the cleaning of a
shock absorber on a radio controlled
car. The outcome of the application
of these industrial engineering
classification methods showed a
need for improvement in two main
areas. Firstly, the need for a clearer
methodology for performing the
required IE techniques and the process
for classifying maintenance. Secondly
a more detailed set of IE methods
which allow the classification of a
number of characteristics associated
with maintenance and required for
automation by robotic platforms.
Improvements to the process
of capturing and recording the
maintenance task were then developed
and the methodology of IE task
classification was once again applied
to a harder set of maintenance tasks.
Through collaboration with Bombardier
Transportation UK, a number of train
maintenance tasks (skirt maintenance
and oil checks) were classified and
analysis of the methodology and
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“Some actions that are quite
straightforward for humans can
be quite challenging for robots
using existing technologies”
application of current IE techniques
for maintenance were once again
undertaken. Improvements evolved
from the previous radio controlled
car maintenance task led to a clearer
capturing of the maintenance task
and the subsequent analysis using IE
techniques. A number of observations
and recommendations resulted from
this analysis of the train maintenance
classification task and the major ones
are detailed below.
There are four specific areas where
Therbligs need extending so that
they can fully describe maintenance
activities:

required in sensor technology and
control software. The experimentation
on the train showed that maintenance
tasks could not be carried out
autonomously by a robot without
development in tactile, visual and
olfactory sensors combined with
developments in robot control software
to enable the robot to adapt its motion
based on feedback from these sensors.
Some actions that are quite
straightforward for humans can be
quite challenging for robots using
existing technologies. Consequently
the opportunities for using robots are
limited.

• Decision making. A decision point
needs describing. What decision
is to be made? How is it decided
when the activity has been
completed?
• Ambiguous motion. The Therblig
‘Use’ can describe many activities,
these need breaking down into
more descriptive tasks. Which tool
is being used? How is it used?
• Transfer activities. Better
description for the movement of
items. How far are they moved?
How heavy are they? How fragile
are they?
• Generic motions. Need to introduce
new Therbligs to describe particular
activities such as “screw”, “pull”,
“lock”
While these developments will allow
maintenance tasks to be described
in sufficient detail, there are also
aspects of robotics which will also need
attention.
Before robots are able to replicate
maintenance tasks undertaken by
human operators development is
- 31 -

When working on the train, removing
the sprung retaining clips on the skirts
requires very complex movements.
Before robots could undertake this
activity this mechanism would need
redesigning.

Team Members:
David Anson, Anthony Neveur, Harold
Akrout, Camille Trinel, Gino Bianchini
Supervisors:
Tetsuo Tomiyama and Michael
Farnsworth
Industry Partner, Bombardier
Transportation

Geared
Projects
Through the year
colleagues have
been successful in
winning research
grants with the
strong support
of the Centre.
These projects
which draw on the
Centre expertise
‘gear up’ the initial
funded work and
complement the
existing projects
within the Centre
bring a wider
group of industrial
collaborators across
more sectors into
contact with the
Centre’s work and
expertise. Thus we
are able to build a
strong industrial
community
with interests
in Through-life
Engineering
Services.

Geared Project

Operations Excellence Institute

The Operations Excellence
Institute will develop
learning and teaching
projects and courses
using the knowledge
and technology
developed through the
EPSRC-TES Centre.

Cranfield University is setting up a
new Operations Excellence Institute
to enhance the economic anchor
role of the University within the
region and nationally, to enhance
learning and teaching through novel
approaches, to engage students with
the design and delivery of learning,
and to expand knowledge exchange
activities of the University through
clustering and collaboration with
small manufacturing companies. The
Institute is funded through the Higher
Education Funding Council for England
(HEFCE) and industry. The other
institutions involved in the project are
Rolls-Royce, SEMLEP (South East

Midlands Local Enterprise Partnership),
MHA MacIntyre Hudson, Kimberly
College, Milton Keynes College, and
Hertfordshire University.
The Institute will work closely with
the EPSRC Centre for Innovative
Manufacturing in Through-life
Engineering Services (EPSRC-TES
Centre). The Operations Excellence
Institute will develop learning and
teaching projects and courses using
the knowledge and technology
developed through the EPSRC-TES
Centre, utilising the existing client
base of the Centre and accessing the
EPSRC-TES Centre Studio.

The Institute will focus on three key activities:

1. Innovative cross-learning across different levels of students:
The work-readiness and cross-learning of FE, undergraduate
and postgraduate students in through-life operations excellence
will be stimulated using a state of the art ‘Operations Simulation
Laboratory’. This student led learning environment is a novel training
approach which will improve students’ appreciation of the different
skill sets and knowledge held by colleagues within the work place,
preparing them better for their future employment.
2. Virtual Learning and Innovation: The Institute will develop an
innovative physical collaboration space in a laboratory with a
similar virtual space within an Internet based environment (e.g. a
business cloud that is closed to registered members only) called
the ‘Multimodal Learning Laboratory’ and provide interactive online
training, (e.g. complex maintenance operation training).
3. A Manufacturing SME Co-operative: The small size of SMEs is
often a factor in failing to win manufacturing contracts from large
companies. The Institute will incubate a co-operative (co-op) as
a membership based mutual organisation under the Financial
Services Authority. The aim of the co-op will be to enable SME
clusters to scale up their activities, bid for new business, and project
manages this business to completion. The co-operative will also
provide added value services such as access to training and group
procurement of energy, consumables and raw materials.
_________________
Professor Rajkumar Roy
Director

www.through-life-engineering-services.org
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Geared Project - Sensor verification and validation

Structural Health Monitoring
Sensor Validation and
Verification
Peter Foote, EPSRC Manufacturing
Fellow

Project Team :
Peter Foote
Phil Irving,
Daniel Gagar

In addition to the core activities in the Through Life
Engineering Services Centre, research projects
on topics related to the Centre’s themes are also
in progress at Cranfield University. Closely allied
to the Centre are the Integrated Vehicle Health
Management Centre and Enhanced Composites
and Structures Centre. A project linking all three is
currently underway on the topic of structural heath
monitoring (SHM) using acoustic sensors.
SHM is a topic of interest to most
operators and users of complex
platform such as aircraft. It offers the
possibility of automated structural
inspection allowing the integrity
of a structure to be determined,
continuously or on demand, without the
need to perform manual inspections.
The implication for through life
operations is that SHM could enable
condition-based and predictive
maintenance as advancement over
current, scheduled maintenance. For
an aircraft fleet operation, the transition
to condition-based maintenance would
mean that aircraft structures are only
taken out of service when there is a
known maintenance requirement. This
offers a means to reduce the number
of scheduled and precautionary
inspections. Moreover, the continuous
monitoring capability can reduce the
occurrence of structural issues that
generate disruptive, unscheduled
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maintenance requirements. This
increases aircraft availability, reduces
maintenance costs and also reduces
the wear and tear from maintenance
induced damage.
SHM uses built-in sensors that
continuously diagnose structural
issues such initiation and propagation
of cracks in metals and fibre reinforced
polymer structural materials. In
particular, Cranfield is conducting
detailed experiments with acoustic
sensors that detect the faint bursts
of sound emitted by cracks or broken
polymer matrix in a structure when it is
flexed under operational loads.
The Integrated Vehicle Health
Management Centre at Cranfield
has been investigating the detailed
characteristics of these acoustic
emissions by using state of the art
sensor technology with carefully
controlled experiments using simple

“The work is now being
extended to the analysis of
more complex structural
forms such as shaped plates
structural test specimens made of
typical aerospace style aluminium
alloys. The progression of cracks under
loading cycles from initiation up to
critical lengths at which the structure
fails have been investigated.
With this knowledge, the sensor data
can be used to predict remaining
life of the specimens if subject to
continued loading. Applying the same
principles to in-service structures
will allow pre-emptive and predictive
maintenance .
Research Question
The techniques using acoustic
emissions for detecting and locating
damage in structures are not new
but as yet there is no formal method
for their verification and validation
i.e. the quantification of the detection
reliability. . This contrasts with the
metrics established for manual,
non-destructive inspection techniques.
One such principal metric is Probability
of Detection (PoD) which is a figure of
merit for a particular aided inspection
method such as ultra-sound or eddy
current probes. The PoD figure for
a particular technique is arrived at
empirically by exhaustive repeated
trials of manual techniques on
duplicate test specimens and different
inspectors. Hence the PoD takes
into account variation in human
performance and skill to perform the
inspection task as well as the detection
capability of the equipment. SHM
completely eliminates the human
factors in such tests but introduces
other factors such as durability
of sensors (they are permanently

attached to the structures) and
calibration.
The key research question is: what
metrics are appropriate to SHM for
verification and validation in order to
quantify performance with equivalent
rigour to current manual non-destructive inspection methods?
Progress to date
Work started as a PhD project
in the Integrated Vehicle Health
Management in close collaboration
with BAE Systems Military Air and
Information. This complimented the
company’s work involving flight trials
of SHM systems that demonstrating
the robustness of techniques such as
acoustic emission detection within a
military fast jet , flying environment.
During the PhD programme, closely
controlled experiments characterising
acoustic emission behaviour of crack
growth in simple alloy plates were
conducted and revealed new results
indicating a number of distinct phases
linked to loading conditions. Under
repeated cyclic loading ‘young’ cracks
generate significant emission along
the crack faces as they close back
together. These effects diminish as the
crack extends possibly due to crack
face wear and their gradual opening
resulting in less closure contact.
The significance of these findings
is that by examining the qualities of
the emissions with respect to the
dynamic loads, information on the
age and progression of the crack can
be gleaned. This adds to a means of
quantifying the performance of this type
of SHM technology.
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To further demonstrate the
performance capabilities, a blind trial
was conducted in collaboration with
the National Research Centre Canada
(NRC) using a substantial aircraft wing
box structure. The box was constructed
with internal spars and ribs enclosed
within skins of carbon fibre composite
material . In the blind trial the sensors
were enclosed within the box and the
task was to detect and also locate a
crack on a metal spar component.
The experiment was successful and
demonstrated that the crack emanating
from a fastener hole could be localised
within a few centimetres with no prior
knowledge of the crack’s location.
Trails such as these are a means of
accumulating evidence and experience
of the viability of these SHM methods.
If they are to supplant manual
inspections the levels of reliability and
confidence especially in safety critical
industries such as aerospace are
paramount.
The work is now being extended to the
analysis of more complex structural
forms such as shaped plates and
machined parts to determine how
much of the behaviour observed in
simple plates is common to the other
geometries. The issues of continuous
self-calibration as a means of assuring
sensor function through life and also for
tailoring sensor installation to specific
structural applications are also being
researched.
For further information: Daniel Gagar,
Phil Irving, Peter Foote.

Geared Project - Autonom

Autonom - Integrated through-life support
for high-values systems

“The overall aim is to enable improved
integration between architectural levels
in data-rich environments in automated,
intelligent maintenance”
techniques to support optimisation,
and uncertainty based resource
scheduling, capturing business “pull”
which struggles with lag in the data,
and insufficient tools to turn it into
information for decision making.
Partners include Network Rail, BAE
Systems, Scisys, Schlumberger, DSTL,
National Nuclear Laboratory, Sellafield
Ltd, and the UK Space Agency. The
overall budget is £920,000 and the
project runs 2013-2017.
Research Objectives
The overall aim is to enable improved
integration between architectural levels
in data-rich environments in automated,
intelligent maintenance, responding to
business pull and demonstrating value.
Objectives:

This project extends
research in novel
sensing, e-maintenance
systems, and decision-making strategies.
Maintenance of
widely-dispersed assets
is expensive because
it involves widespread
inspection, checking and
measurement.

The integration of sensor-based
information in geographically dispersed
and less structured environments
poses challenges in technology
and cost justification. Academic
challenges include improvement of
embedded sensing, reliable estimation
of monitoring parameters, a unified
approach to the mathematics and data
structures, and a rigorous approach to
cost estimation and benefit analysis.
The industrial drivers include standardisation, automation, connectivity, and
reduction of unit cost.
We are building on e-maintenance
principles in automated, intelligent
maintenance in the context of industrial
application: transitions from sensor level
to management decision-making. Within
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the integration architecture we will
investigate some research challenges
in depth:
•

Requirements for interchange
of maintenance data between
fixed and mobile actors, e.g.
track-to-train data exchange in rail
or aerospace applications.

•

Automation of monitoring on mobile
platforms, and interface with other
actors and fixed systems.

•

New cost modelling tools for
complex distributed health
monitoring, and especially the value
to the business.

The novelty lies in the implementation of
effective information flows and analysis

• Identification of the industrial pull for
plant and fixed asset management
information for maintenance
decisions, in the context of
technologically rich data sources;
i.e. designing the condition based
maintenance from the top down.

• An estimation tool for cost, value
and benefits, with validated
application.
Progress to date
The project started in March 2013.
The first milestone was delivered with
a think-tank event for the industrial
partners, which helped identify the value
statements and technical scenarios,
which include asset utilisation, location,
autonomous vehicle operation, and
maintenance planning and auditing. The
first two research associates have been
appointed.

Andrew Star

Project team
Led by Professor Andrew Starr, the work
packages are led by Professor Antonios
Tsourdos, Professor Ashutosh Tiwari,
Dr Essam Shehab and supported by Dr
Y Xu and Dr P Baguley. The research
associates appointed so far are Dr
Farhad Anvari (work package 1) and Dr
Chris Turner (work package 3).

• Transition between architectural
levels, from data to information to
decision, embedding automatic
functionality in appropriate hardware
such as wireless platforms and
RFID. Transfer between fixed and
mobile actors.
• Improved data fusion in condition
monitoring problems in large data
sets.
• A demonstrated methodology for
mining and optimally reconfiguring
maintenance data in the form of a
business process.
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design strategies for generating high electrical power outputs from
vibration-based piezo-harvesters.

Geared Project Energy Harvesting

En-ComE – Energy Harvesting Powered
Wireless Monitoring Systems Based on
Integrated Smart Composite Structures and
Energy-Aware Architecture
This research team have
achieved a world leading
performance in energy
density of 375 µW/cm3
for a cantilever harvester
at 87 Hz.

With support of the EPSRC Centre
for Through-life Engineering Services
this contract was won by the Energy
Harvesting research group lead by Dr
Meiling Zhu. The research contract was
valued at £630k and will run for three
years.
This research team have achieved a
world leading performance in energy
density of 375 µW/cm3 for a cantilever
harvester at 87 Hz – its resonant
frequency – with an acceleration
excitation of 0.23g, compared to the
200 µW/cm3 average energy density

achieved to date by the UK and EU
research communities on similar
designs. They have developed a proof
of principle technology demonstrator
that has harvested strain energy
from an aircraft wing and powered a
wireless sensing node for monitoring
aircraft wing loading conditions. The
group has also developed strong
modelling and simulation capabilities
based on a coupled piezoelectric-circuit
finite element method that provides

The vision of this new research project is to develop a deployable
technology demonstrator of energy harvesting powered wireless sensor
communications systems in integrated smart advanced composite
airframe structures to harvest strain energy from the vibration of aircraft
wings for environmental parameter and structural health monitoring, and
to provide wide scale monitoring capability for aircraft without imposing
an additional power demand. This will free up power resources for other
critical systems and contribute to the overall lean energy and weight
targets.
The objectives of this project are to:
1. Collaborate with BAE Systems and other project partners to
develop system design specifications relevant to the PERGAVE
(PERsistent Green Air VEhicle) concept of operation, and translate
these specifications into sensor system design requirements and
optimisation parameters.
2. Develop a non-environmentally damaging manufacturing process
for the integration of the energy harvesting element into engineering
structures with carbon fibre/epoxy resin composites, delivering
an energy harvesting system capable of harvesting 0.8-10 W/m2
(0.08-1.0 mW/cm2 ) at a low frequency of 1-10 Hz without the need
for working in a resonant state, capable of being cost-effectively
retrofitted and maintaining a long service life.
3. Develop an end-to-end system level modelling and simulation tool
for design and optimisation of energy harvesting powered wireless
sensor communications systems as a whole from structural health
and environmental monitoring applications.
4. Devise new, extremely energy efficient hardware and software to
decrease current consumption down to 1.2 µA (3.6 µW for 3 V)
for sleeping and to 3-5 mA (9-15 mW for 3 V) for transmission in
computing, sensing and communication to achieve ultra-low-power
consumptions for implementation of energy harvesting powered
wireless sensor communications systems.
5. Test a deployable technology demonstrator of a low-power
consumption wireless monitoring system, directly demonstrating
applications for structural health and environmental parameter
monitoring and for through-life and mission support with potential to
move to other applications.
__________________
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Research and Consultancy - Obsolescence Management

Research into Obsolescence, its Cost and its
Management
Cranfield University has been engaged
with research related to obsolescence
for over six years. The work has grown
out of research in cost engineering for
through-life support where obsolescence
plays a key role, particularly when
considering life extensions of complex
plant and engineering systems. The
focus has centred on four areas of tool
development and research to serve
academic and industrial needs and
these are listed below

Total Obsolescence Management
Capability Assessment Tool (TOMCAT)
TOMCAT is web based software
developed by Cranfield University
for the UK MOD. The software
allows equipment projects to assess
the maturity of their obsolescence
management capability based on
industry wide validated metrics. It
provides an objective measure of
merit for the ability of the management
processes and team to manage
obsolescence for successful outcomes.
The software generates a report based
on the assessments. The assessment
while made over the internet protects
the data provided so that any report and

project information remain confidential.
The MOD is promoting the adoption
of TOMCAT to industry and the use of
the generated results in obsolescence
related bids that are submitted. For this
purpose, the TOMCAT tool has been
made available free of charge for the UK
defence industry. Over the coming two
years, Cranfield University is contracted
by the MOD to provide support including
training to use the obsolescence tools.
For the UK defence industry two day
training sessions will be delivered free of
charge to attend. Delegates from other
industries are encouraged to contact
Cranfield University. In total eleven sets
of courses will be delivered per

year with a maximum of six students
attending each course. As part of
delivering the TOMCAT contract,
Cranfield has also committed to offering
the FORCE toolset to the participants of
the training sessions.

The project began in March 2013. In
terms of the infrastructure, Cranfield has
made a telephone and email Helpline
fully functional with the commitment of
responding to queries within a 48 hour
timeframe. The contents for the training
have been structured and agreed with
the MOD and subsequent to a pilot
session, three training sessions have
been delivered. The feedback from
participants across the defence sector
in the UK has been highly positive. The
training concentrates on teaching the
basics of the TOMCAT and FORCE
software tools and provides hands
on practice with the software. On
completion of the two day course the
participants are tested on their ability to
use the tools. The training sessions are
expected to run on average every three
to four weeks.

Reducing the Cost Impact of
Obsolescence in Defence
Recent work at Cranfield University has
made good progress in the identification
of those processes, behaviours and
tools that a project needs to have to
demonstrate “benchmark” capability
in: the effective management of
obsolescence throughout the equipment
life cycle; the means of assessing
obsolescence cost and risk; and
understanding the management
framework needed for effective
obsolescence management in defence
equipment. The need to share the risk
of obsolescence management and
resolution in defence equipment is
now clearly seen as important by the
MOD to reduce through-life cost and
by industry as a means of improving
competitive advantage. State of the
art in obsolescence management
does not address the issue of risk
sharing between the customer and the
contractors, which sets the focus for
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this study. Furthermore, there is a lack
of research to identify where the risk
should stay, with the customer or with
the supplier. Also, no work has been
conducted on how to share the risk
across the supply chain and how to
incentivise the supply chain to change
their behaviour towards obsolescence
management.

Obsolescence Management Standard
Development Proposal with Draft
Vocabulary and Best Practice Guides
The British Standards Institution (BSI),
appointed Cranfield University to
contribute to the development of British
terminology standards in the area of
Through-Life Engineering Services
(TES). The project aimed to develop a
draft vocabulary and guide standards
for through-life engineering services,
especially focusing on the maintenance,
repair and overhaul (MRO) and
obsolescence management (OM). To
achieve this aim, areas within MRO
and OM that require standardisation
were captured. Stakeholders, existing
maintenance standards, ontologies and
terminologies used in previous projects
were consulted. In the area of OM, the
main objective was to review existing
OM standards and develop an industry
validated draft vocabulary and guide
for OM in the hardware and software
domains.

research focused on obsolescence
experienced in Electronic, Electromechanical and Electrical (EEE)
and Material Components. The
Framework for Obsolescence Robust
Cost Estimation (FORCE) tool can
be used for the estimation of the
non-recurring cost impact of EEE and
materials components obsolescence.
This tool is intended to be applied at
the bidding stage of support contracts,
where obsolescence management
responsibility has been transferred
to the prime contractor. Additionally,
it can be used for the cost estimation
of obsolescence at the “pre-contract”
stage, at which it is agreed to solve the
existing obsolescence issues before
starting the support contract. This tool
has been validated to be used in the
defence sector, but it can potentially be
applied to long-term support contracts
in other sectors such as nuclear and rail
transport.

Obsolescence Resolution Costing
Research
This work was supported by the
Engineering and Physical Sciences
Research Council and Cranfield
University’s Innovative Manufacturing
Research Centre (IMRC). They funded
this work as part of the research
undertaken by the PSS-COST project
at the Decision Engineering Centre
at Cranfield University. The research
was developed in collaboration with
a number of organisations including
the MOD, BAE SYSTEMS, Lockheed
Martin, and Thales Aerospace. The

www.through-life-engineering-services.org
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Research and Consultancy - Service Uncertain Modelling

Service Uncertainty Modelling

The uncertainty research theme covers
both uncertainty analyses at the system
and at the detailed level of Through-life
Engineering Services (TES). The
background of the research is based on
the system level analysis involving the
impact of uncertainty on cost estimates.
Whilst the system level research will
continue to be of interest, within this
research theme there are also emerging
research interests at the detailed level
of TES. Some of these interests include:
analysis of uncertainty in thermography
results and the impact of uncertainty
experienced in no fault found.
Over the recent past a group project
was conducted in collaboration with
PRICE Systems, BAE Systems
Submarines, BAE Systems Advanced
Technology Centre, riskHive and BRM
Fusion. The project involved five MSc
students and focused on developing
a guideline to assist in probability
distribution selection for use in cost
estimation across different levels of
project maturity. The project aimed to
solve the issue recognised across the
defence industry that there are no clear
guidelines about which methods and
probability distributions are applicable
for various kinds of data sets. As an
outcome of the project a software
prototype tool was delivered for the
collaborating organisations and received
highly satisfactory feedback.
Currently there are two individual MSc
projects, which began in May and will
end in September, being undertaken
within this research theme. These
projects have received a good level

of support from industry. The first
project focuses on the Contracting for
Availability Context and concentrates on
developing a framework that supports
with identifying the uncertainties,
defining uncertainty management
strategies, and supporting with
evaluating the suitable management
strategies. The evaluation will rely
on developing a scheme to conduct
cost-benefit analysis between
the investment and the impact of
uncertainty. The second project focuses
on enhancing capability with uncertainty
modelling in cost estimation. This
involves firstly defining a mechanism
to define parameters for the selected
probability distributions. For this purpose
the uncertain inputs to a cost model
will be characterized (in particular,
guidance with regards to the use of Beta
distribution). Additionally, the project will
define a mechanism to outline where
correlation is likely to be present in a
cost model and will develop ways to
model it effectively.
Additionally, there are two consultancy
projects currently being undertaken in
the defence industry. These projects
focus on applying in-house developed
software prototype tools on real life
projects. The first project focuses on
assessing the impact of uncertainty
on cost estimates within the context of
Contracting for Availability. The second
project aims to estimate the cost of
obsolescence and it also considers
the degree that uncertainties influence
these costs.
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Within this research theme, there have
also been contributions to lectures on
the Through-life System Sustainment
MSc course, Oil and Gas MSc course
and short course on Cost Engineering.
The lectures focused on how to
manage uncertainty and estimate its
impact on cost.Over the recent past
the uncertainty research theme has
produced three papers accepted
by highly reputable journals and
additionally three further journal papers
have been submitted.

“ The project developed guidelines to help
select probability distributions for cost
estimation using different data sets ”
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FEASABILITY STUDIES
The EPSRC Centre has offered funding
for feasibility studies in the field of
through-life engineering services through
open calls to UK academic institutions
and commercial organisations. There have
been three tranches of funded studies with
the most recent being launched in spring
2013. These feasibility studies will examine
a subject area in the field, review activity
in it, identify key challenges and research
questions not currently being addressed
and develop full proposals for funding
by established routes. The awardees
are expected to attract significant new
industrial support and the subsequent
major award will form a strategic part of
the Centre activities. Awards have been
limited to £20,000 at 80% FEC and to a

maximum duration of six months.
Five awards were made under this latest
call as well as two innovation awards to
researchers within the EPSRC Centre.
The innovation awards, identical to the
feasibility studies but limited to internal
applicants only are designed also to develop
the careers of EPSRC Centre researchers.
A total of 20 studies have been instigated
involving 11 other universities. Some
summary examples of studies that have
been completed are given below together
with a full list of all studies funded

that such data has potential to develop a new maintenance and reliability
paradigm for the automotive industry where maintenance patterns are
managed on an individual basis for each vehicle based on its previous
usage patterns, maintenance records and reliability/condition data. In this
way we believe the lifespan of EVs can be optimised leading to greater
economic and environmental benefits.

Feasibility Studies

Through-Life Operation and Management of
Lithium-Ion Batteries

In order to investigate the issues described above a two pronged
strategy was utilised:
Dr Michael Knowles
University of Suntherland

“Reliability management
and maintenance
strategies for
conventional vehicles
have developed over
recent decades”

Electric vehicles have become widely
recognised as being a viable alternative
to conventional ICE powered vehicles.
This is due to recent advances in
battery technology which has allowed
vehicle range to reach an acceptable
level for many users. Despite such
advances availability, range and
longevity of vehicles remains a
substantial concern for many. Reliability
management and maintenance
strategies for conventional vehicles
have developed over recent decades.
The run to fail ethos has been replaced
with a mixture of approaches which
encompass aspects of planned

preventive maintenance and condition
based maintenance using diagnostic
tools and data gathering in systems
including engine management
systems. Ultra Low Carbon Vehicles
(ULCVs) and in particular, Electric
Vehicles (EVs) by their nature make
use of state-of-the art on board
systems for gathering, processing and
communicating data including power
flow, speed and acceleration as well as
position gathered from GPS systems.
The application of such systems is, at
present, largely confined to tracking the
location of vehicles and monitoring the
performance of batteries. We believe

1. Direct contact has been made with a number or organisations
who have been involved with the development or use with ULCVs
in some fashion. Discussions with these organisations have
taken place via email, telephone and face to face meetings.
These organisations have been broadly categorised as ULCV
Manufacturers, ULCV Component Manufacturers, ULCV Users,
Infrastructure Operators and Telematics Providers.
2. An extensive review of the literature has been carried out on certain
key technological areas. This has allowed state of the art research to
be investigated before it reaches a level of technical readiness which
brings it to the attention of vehicle manufacturers.
Based on the research carried out, the following have been identified
as outcomes needed if EVs and other related ULCVs are to achieve
successful uptake:
• Streamlined Maintenance Management using Telematic Data
• Improved management of vehicle economics including management
of battery replacement
• Management of Battery lifecycle economics
• Development of intrinsically reliable ancillary power systems
• Development of Reliable EV braking systems.
Each of these development outcomes will be assessed in the following
subsections. A common factor for all potential research activities is the
significant potential of utilising fleet vehicles as a demonstration platform.
Based on these outcomes a substantial funding application is currently
being prepared in collaboration between the University of Sunderland,
Cranfield University and various other partners.
__________________
Dr Michael Knowles
Researcher
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“Dr Ling Wang had a successful visit at Vestas,
Aarhus, Denmark, who also showed interests
in her joint proposal on improving wind
turbine gearbox reliabilities.”

Feasibility Studies

Feasibility study on ‘Tribology and through-life
maintenance strategies for premature wind turbine
gearbox bearing failures’
A comprehensive
literature review on
wind turbine condition
monitoring has been
carried out and a
review paper is under
preparation

Dr Ling Wang, nCATS, FEE,
Univertity of Southampton
This feasibility study aimed to develop
collaborations between the Through-life
Engineering Services (TES) within
the EPSRC Centre for Innovative
Manufacturing at Cranfield University
and the national Centre for Advanced
Tribology at Southampton (nCATS)
at University of Southampton in wind
turbine research areas. With the
support from TES, the following have
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been achieved in the feasibility study
over the six months period.
• Developed collaborations
between the two national centres:
reciprocating visits and meetings
between the two universities were
held, where seminars were given at
each end and areas of collaboration
were discussed and identified. This
has resulted in discussions between
Dr Ling Wang and her project
mentor Professor Andrew Starr at
TES on a joint research proposal

on wind turbine gearbox condition
monitoring and maintenance.
• Investigated funding routes for joint
research: potential funding routes
through TSB, FP7 and EPSRC
were investigated by organising
meetings and discussions with staff
at the Research and Innovation
Services (RIS) at University
of Southampton as well as by
attending TSB information meeting
for the ‘Developing the offshore
renewable energy supply chain’ call.
Although a number of companies
were contacted subsequently, e.g.
GE power, Croda, Exxon mobil,
Vestas and Shell, none of them
was willing to take the lead for a
collaborative TSB project in the
proposed areas due to individual
economic situations. Dr Ling Wang
was invited to join a FP7 project
on city wind turbine development,
but unfortunately was not funded.
It was then decided to develop a
joint EPSRC research proposal on
‘Incipient White Structure Flaking
(WSF) failure monitoring and life
prediction for wind turbine bearings’.
A draft proposal has been prepared
by Dr Ling Wang at nCATS, Dr
Dave Woods at S3RI and Dr Isidro
Durazo-Cardenas and Professor
Andrew Starr at TES.
• S3RI is the Southampton Statistical
Sciences Research Institute at
University of Southampton. The
proposal integrates the strengths
in statistical experimental design
and analysis (S3RI); tribology and
condition monitoring (nCATS); and

sensors and life prediction (TES) in
one research proposal.
• In seeking industrial support, Dr Ling
Wang visited KirkTech in Germany,
a novel hydrogen sensor developer
who has shown great interests in
supporting the proposal. Recently,
Dr Ling Wang had a successful
visit at Vestas, Aarhus, Denmark,
who also showed interests in her
joint proposal on improving wind
turbine gearbox reliabilities. She
took the opportunity to have visited
Timken bearing centre in Canton
and Aargonne national laboratory
in Chicago, USA when she was at
the 2013 STLE Annual Meeting in
Detroit. Her visits to both institutions
were successful and further
collaborations have been discussed.
Professor Gary Doll, Timken
Professor who is well-known in wind
turbine tribology, has decided to
visit Dr Ling Wang at nCATS in this
August to discuss collaborations
between the two centres. With
Professor Tetsuo Tomiyama at TES,
Dr Ling Wang is also in discussion
with Westmill Wind Farm to initiate
collaborations that enable her to
access existing SCARDA data and
potentially put vibration and debris
monitoring sensors for condition
monitoring study.
• Dr Ling Wang has been invited to
give a talk at the European Base
Oils & Lubricants Summit 2012,
19-20 September 2012, Prague,
Czech Republic on ‘Wind turbine
gearbox lubrication’ and another
talk on ‘Premature wind turbine
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gearbox bearing failures’ at the
International VDI Conference
2013 on ‘Reliability and Failure
Analysis of Wind Turbines’, 20-21
March 2013, Hamburg, Germany.
Her presentations have attracted
considerable attentions from
academia and industrial attendees
in the relevant areas.
• A comprehensive literature review
on wind turbine condition monitoring
has been carried out by Dr Mengyan
Nie, a PDRA at nCATS, and a draft
review paper is under preparation.

Dr Ling Wang, nCATS
University of Southampton

Feasibility Studies

A feasibilty study on through-life engineering
of high-performance microsystems.
This feasibility study for reliability
assessment of high-performance
microsystems explored potential
areas where the Through-life
Engineering Services Centre can
deliver unique research capabilities
in the fast growing field of non-silicon
microsystems. It presents a, currently,
unusual through-life perspective of an
emerging, high-value technology, a
perspective significantly different from
conventional through-life servicing
associated with established high-value
Dr Jeff Alcock
Cranfield University

industries such as aerospace or
automotive.
High Performance Microsystems
(HPMs) is a promising technology
that has gained significant interest in
the past decade. Potential application
areas include extreme operational
environments, such as defence and
space. Energy generation in particular
is a fast-growing area in HPMs, where
micro-power generators are likely to
replace batteries as more efficient and
long-lasting portable energy sources.

“High Performance Microsystems is a
promising technology that is growing in
interest”
The technology readiness level of
the area is relatively low and several
research gaps are yet to be covered
before the full exploitation of such
a technology. One obstacle for the
full utilisation of such a technology is
reliability concerns associated with
extreme operation conditions. Such
concerns delay the progress of the
technology from prototyping to market.

temperature, pressure, radiation,
vibration, shock, etc.?

micromanufacturing in particular is a
promising technique for HPMs.

3. What are the main tools
(qualitative or quantitative) that
could be implemented to identify and
characterise reliability concerns in
HPMs.

1. What are the current microfabrication
techniques that enable the fabrication
of microsystem applications out of highperformance materials (e.g. metals and
ceramics)?

4. How would a DfR framework be
implemented for HPMs?

Research in reliability is at very early
stages for Micro Electro-Mechanical
Systems (MEMS) in general and
HPMs in particular. The Through-life
Engineering Services Centre is
very-well placed to offer and/or
coordinate a number of projects that
are relevant to the microsystems field
in general and high-performance
devices in particular. Potential areas,
as detailed in the report, include
designing for reliability, designing for
manufacturability, degradation studies
and failure risk mitigation. Due to
the infancy of the research domain,
as reflected in its low technology
readiness level, funding sources for
projects are likely to be from research
council and European projects. There
is a potential for collaboration with
UK universities, in addition to niche
industries, such as defence and space.
Listed below are four potential research
project areas:

5. How would designing for reliability
be integrated with other design
constraints, such as functionality,
manufacturing, assembly, packaging,
etc.

2. What are the current limitations
(in performance, geometry, etc.) of
current microfabrication techniques of
non-silicon materials?

HPMs reliability modelling
This project would aim at developing a
conceptual model for HPMs reliability.
The model would encompass a number
of tools that together form a DfR
approach. Such tools would enable
identifying and minimising design and
manufacturing challenges that affect
reliability of HPMs. Suggested research
questions include:
1. What are the main components of a
reliability model for HPMs?
2. How would a general reliability
model incorporate different extreme
performance conditions, such as
- 52 -

Design implications of degradation in
HPMs
The project would aim to develop
accelerated aging techniques to
measure degradation in HPMs. This
is particularly important for energy
applications, where degradation is a
major reliability concern. Suggested
research gaps include:
1. What are the major operation
conditions (thermal, mechanical, etc.)
that induce degradation in highperformance MEMS?
2. What in-service techniques could be
implemented to detect degradation in
microsystems during its life cycle?
3. How to design robust and reliable
testing methods to investigate
degradation in HPMs?
4. What preventive techniques could be
implemented to delay degradation in
HPMs under extreme conditions (e.g.
coatings, etc.)?
Design for manufacturability in HPMs
This project would aim at developing
microfabrication techniques to
manufacture non-silicon HPMs. The
focus is on implementing high-precision
manufacturing techniques to produce
microsystems out of metallic and
ceramic materials with high resistance
to pressure and temperature. Powder
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3. How could emerging microfabrication
techniques be used to fabricate reliable
and durable microsystems (e.g. powder
micromoulding, micro-selective laser
sintering, etc.)?
4. What are the main obstacles (e.g.
cost) of microfabricating non-silicon,
high performance MEMS?

Failure risk mitigation in HPMs
This project would address a major
obstacle in detecting failures in HPMs
which is size and geometry constraints.
Both limitations, within current level of
technology, prevent proper monitoring
or inspection of MEMS devices
during operation. This is particularly
important for applications where MEMS
are not accessible in-service, such
as space applications. Overcoming
these limitations requires innovative
techniques to mitigate the risks of
failure during operation. Examples of
research questions include:
1. What are the main design
considerations that affect failure modes
in MEMS (e.g. geometry, moving parts,
etc.)?
2. What are design approaches that
would minimise failure risks in HPMs
(e.g. modularity, redundancy, passivity,
integration, etc.)?
3. How would the design approaches
affect manufacturability and other
lifecycle approaches?

Feasibility Studies

Feasibility study Through-Life Support Cost
Reduction and Improved Health Management
Technologies for Radio Frequency (RF)
Electronic Systems
the development of new technologies
for improvement of the current radar
system is critical for the future mission
capabilities of the UK armed forces.

Dr Suresh Perinpanayagam
Cranfield University

RF Engineering, also known as Radio
Frequency Engineering, is a subset of
electrical engineering that deals with
devices which are designed to operate
in the Radio Frequency spectrum.
These devices operate within the range
of about 3 kHz up to 300 GHz. RF
devices include almost everything that
transmits or receives radio waves which
include, but are not limited to, radar,
mobile phones, WiFi, radio and walkie
talkies.
In the UK, a significant proportion of the
RF industry still exists which designs,
manufactures, supplies and maintains
radar equipment for the military (Ministry
of Defence) and civil sectors. Some of
the well-known names in this sector
are QinetiQ, BAE Systems, Thales,
SELEX, Filtronics, Triquint, ESL
Defence and ATK. Furthermore, in the
Ministry of Defence document “Defence
Technology Strategy for the Demands
of 21st Century”, it is advocated that

Significant changes are occurring in the
UK radar manufacturing industry. Radar
system manufacturers are being asked
to provide systems with requirements
to predict failures at subsystem-level
before they actually occur and also,
to provide maintenance and repair as
part of the radar systems’ procurement
contracts. They are also penalised for
non-availability of the radar systems
in operation. Successful UK radar
manufacturing companies are offering
a range of interlinked high-value
products and services. They are also
required to integrate some form of
condition monitoring and prognostics
capability into the high-value radar
sensor and electronic systems. Radar
manufacturing companies are forced to
adopt commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
components due to cost considerations
and short development time. However,
what these COTS electronics lack is
the long-term supportability and long
product life required by traditional
radar systems. As the dominant market
segments for commercially-available
electronics are the high-volume
computer, telecom, etc. sectors, there
is no incentive for the commercial
electronic part manufacturers to
design a part for life in excess of about
5-7 years, particularly when savings
can be made by not considering the
long-term reliability of these electronic
components.
Hence, the low volume and long
support life industries, such as the radar
industry, are at risk from life-limited
electronic components. It is now widely
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accepted that the sustainability of the
UK radar industry depends on better
through-life support cost reduction
and improved health management
technologies for addressing the
maintenance, repair and availability of
radar systems, and the full exploitation
of the benefits of a radar system
in a mission critical operation. This
feasibility study will make the case for
a proposal to EPSRC for developing
health monitoring technologies for
radar systems in the newly-established
EPSRC Through-life Engineering
Services Centre.
In this feasibility study, a study was
conducted to establish the current
state-of-the-art of health management
technologies for RF electronic systems.
The investigator also used the feasibility
study funding to visit a number of
manufacturing and through-life support
service companies for radar systems
and discussed through-life research
needs with them. He also used the
funding to make contact and visit
appropriate research universities
to discuss a research proposal with
EPSRC. He also spent time discussing
the through-life engineering aspects
of radar systems with the Technology
Strategy Board Knowledge Transfer
Networks and National Microelectronics
Institute (NMI) to understand the
national importance of this proposal and
possible future networking activities.
The output from these discussions will
be used to develop an exploitation plan
for the EPSRC proposal.

List of all Feasibility Studies – (including
innovation awards for researchers)

Lead Academic
Ajith Parlikad

Institution

Maintenance of complex engineering systems

IfM, Cambridge

Nuclear Through-life Engineering

First Circle Ltd

Mark Price

Through-life Engineering of high-performance microsystems

Queen’s University
Belfast

Jeff Alcock

Through-life Engineering of high-performance microsystems

Cranfield

Through-Life Support Cost Reduction and Improved Health Management Technologies for Radio Frequency (RF) Electronic Systems

Cranfield

Juan Matthews

Suresh Perinpanayagam
Qing Wang

Laser based metrology for wind turbine condition monitor and alignment Durham

Jennifer Whyte

Configuration Management in Through-Life Engineering

Reading

Chris Bingham

Integrity and Through-Life-Degradation of Electrical Wiring/Connectors/
Components using Long-term IFD

Lincoln

Ling Wang

Tribology and through-life maintenance strategies for premature wind
turbine gearbox bearing failures

Southampton

Andy Tyrrell

Next-generation self-healing strategies for electronic systems: combining novel reprogrammable hardware and convergent cellular algorithms

York

Cellular manufacturing concepts applied in MRO

Cranfield

Mike Knowles

Electric Vehicle Through-Life Management based on Telematic Data

Sunderland

Brian Falzon

Multifunctional hierarchical composite structures utilising carbon nanotube webs

Queen’s University
Belfast

Andrew Mills

Risk-based Bayesian Sequential Decision Making for Autonomous Fault
Sheffield
Monitoring

John Dawson

Electromagnetic monitoring of semiconductor ageing

York

Integrating spare parts planning with health monitoring

Cranfield

Wenping Cao

Through-Life Condition Monitoring of Electric Drives and Batteries in
Electric Vehicles and Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (TLCMEB)

Newcastle

Darek Ceglarek

Adaptive Reliability Target Settings for No-Fault-Found Failure Mode
Avoidance

Warwick

Fault-tolerant strategies for printable electronics

Durham

Technology Innovation for the Identification of Aircraft ‘Hard Landing’

Cranfield

Patrick McLaughlin

Alexandra Brintrup

Richard McWilliam
Dr Suresh Perinpanayagam

Project Title

Paul Phillips
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Outreach
Listed below
are activities
which have been
undertaken to
broaden the impact
of the Centre on the
industrial partners
and wider industrial
community. From
part-time MSc
programmes,
a prestigious
annual award, a
new international
academic
conference and a
summer school to
many organisations
visiting the Centre
and our presence at
a number of major
events promoting
our work it has
been a very exciting
year for the Centre
staff.

Enhancing impact

TESCONF 2012

The first International Conference in
Through-life Engineering Services,
TESConf 2012, was held over two
days at the Defence Academy at
Shrivenham in Wiltshire in November
last year.

TES Award
The EPSRC Centre for Innovative
Manufacturing in Through-life
Engineering Services has sponsored
an award for the company with the best
performance in providing through-life
engineering services in 2012. The
winner of the award was a team from
Rolls-Royce led by Andy Harrison. This
prestigious award was presented at the
Manufacturer of the Year awards dinner
by Brigadier Martin Boswell, Director
Capability, Combat Service Support at
the UK Ministry of Defence. The awards
evening, sponsored by RBS, was The
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Manufacturer’s most successful ever
with over 600 people filling the colourful
Grange Tower Bridge Hotel in London.
This year’s competition sees a shortlist
of three companies for the award,
Monarch Airlines, the maintenance
and repair organisation, Babcock
International, the support services
company and Rolls-Royce. The award
ceremony will take place in early
December and this year will be held in
Birmingham.

Over one hundred delegates
listened to over eighty peer reviewed
presentations of papers in 15 themed
sessions.
Keynotes were presented by:
Jay Lee
University of Cincinnati
Mr Ralf Riedemann, Vice President
Mori Seiki Europe and President Mori
Seiki GmbH

Dr Youichi Nonaka,
Hitachi
Dr Jacob Beal,
Raytheon BBN Technologies
BAE Systems also organised an
industrial academic workshop as
a key feature of the conference
with academics and industrialists
exchanging views on research needs
and directions in the TES Sector.
Dr Claire J Elliott and Professor
Felician Campeanwere awarded prizes
for the best papers
The dates for TESConf 2013 were set
and invitations issued to delegates
to come to Cranfield for the 2nd
International Conference later this year

Dr Mike Provost, Intelligent Energy
Prof. Ola Isaksson, Luleå University of
Technology
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Outreach

Summer School 3rd - 7th June 2013

“The annual
summer school was
designed to develop
an international
research community
in the TES area ”

The EPSRC Centre offered a
summer school to train PhD students,
researchers and early career
practitioners in the key challenges
and technologies for Through-life
Engineering Services (TES).
This annual summer school was
also designed to help develop an
international research community in the
TES area.

INDUSTRIAL ENGAGEMENT
The EPSRC Centre has piloted a
novel scheme for developing broad
engagement with its partner companies,
and is extending this approach. Large
engineering based companies often
create networks of senior managers
across their business to act as strategy
sounding boards for the development
of new directions. These assemblies,
sometime called councils, typically meet
two to four times a year to share ideas
and respond to board challenges. At
the EPSRC Centre we have identified
such groups and formally invited them
to hold one of their annual meetings at
the university. In exchange we are able
to showcase our research activities and
gain feedback as to future research
needs and direction.
To date we have hosted Rolls-Royce,
BAE Systems, Bombardier
Transportation and Siemens UK.
In parallel with our core founding
partner, Rolls-Royce, we have
developed an approach to identifying
and developing specific engagements
where real , specific, business benefits

can be generated while facilitating
publishable low TRL level research.
This useful and careful approach allows
the partner universities to deliver on
their academic targets while satisfying
the business improvement needs of the
collaborating company.
Visitors to the Centre in the last year
included:

Professor John Mo of RMIT,
Melbourne, Australia
Neil Ridley of AGGRI and the Transport
Catapult
Steve Thornton of Tata Steel

External Events
The EPSRC Centre has been
represented at the following events:
The Farnborough Airshow – Innovation
Centre, Farnborough, UK
Copernicus Technology Industry Day,
Lincoln, UK
EPSRC Manufacturing the Future
Conference, Loughborough University
ADS MRO&L Meeting at Flybe, Exeter,
UK
The Manufacturer Magazine’s
Director’s Event, London, UK

A delegation from Hitachi Research UK

CIRP IPS2 conference at Bochum,
Germany

Professors Fred van Houten and
Leo van Dongen of the Univeristy of
Twente, the Netherlands

UKTI Visit to Aerospace Industries,
Bangalore, India

Brigadier Martin Boswell
A delegation from Forcam Inc
Darren Ansell + colleague
Professor Jay Lee of the University of
Cincinatti
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MRO Conference, TU Berlin, Germany

The summer school ran for a week
in early June 2013 and covered
maintenance challenges for
availability contracts, component
and system degradation analysis,
diagnostics and prognostics, repair
technologies, self-healing technologies,
obsolescence management and design
and manufacturing for TES.
The course attracted both external
and internal candidates with a wide
range of backgrounds and experience
from academia and industry. The
cross disciplinary nature of the course
provided access to leading research
academics in the EPSRC Centre and
involved significant hands on exposure
to the technologies in the TES Studio
and the Integrated Vehicle Health
Management (IVHM) laboratory.
The course also included extensive
group work and workshop style
learning which helped the international
attendees develop their personal
networks.
One highlight of the programme was
a visit to the Shuttleworth Collection
to discuss the issues of maintaining
vintage aircraft and their engines in
an airworthy condition long after their
anticipated end of life.
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Outreach

Outreach

“The course is well structured, intense and
enjoyable. Cranfield University academics are
supported by industry experts”

TES Club has been designed as an easy entry
level to the Centre, especially for smaller
companies

The Dependability Knowledge Hub
Increasing the dependability and
reliability of complex high-value
manufactured systems is a multi-disciplinary task that needs experts with
many different specialisations to come
together. To this end the ability to
access key specialists and expertise
across this wide field is key. For this
reason we are creating a Dependability
Knowledge Hub with the support of
the EPSRC Centre in Through-life
Engineering Services, the Aerospace,
Aviation and Defence Knowledge
Transfer Network (AAD-KTN)
and the Centre founding core
partners, Rolls-Royce, Bombardier
Transportation, BAE Systems and the
UK Ministry of Defence

MSc Through-life Systems
Sustainment
The professional masters programme
in Through-life Systems Sustainment
is now in its second year. This course
is aimed at the future leaders in
through-life services and products, who
are professionals in asset management,
systems support, and monitoring
technologies. Twelve MSc and
short-course students have registered
to date, from Rolls-Royce, Bombardier
Transportation and the Isle of Man
Electricity Authority, along with several
of our research community.
We have now delivered all eight
modules, in System Sustainment,
Effective Through-life Support, System
Effectiveness, Diagnostics and
Prognostics, Information Management,
Supply Network Analysis and Modelling,

Cost Engineering, and Leadership
and Service Skills. Modules run at
Cranfield and at the Defence Academy,
Shrivenham. We have conducted two
group projects, and we are working
on a third. Based in the companies,
these include a study on a deterioration
mechanism knowledge base, and a life
cycle cost model. Both of these used
the example of rolling element bearings,
in the context of railway bogies, and gas
turbines in the commercial and defence
aerospace sector. Students have started
individual thesis projects including:

.
•

Data analysis for the reduction of
no-fault-found;

• Parametric fusion of asset health
information, asset usage history and
physical engine condition;
• Engineering for services – capability
assessment for corporate
customers.
Jon Neal said:
“The course is well structured,
intense and enjoyable. Cranfield
University academics are supported
by industry experts and this mix of
teaching styles works for me. In the
day job it would take many years to
gain the same depth and breadth
of topic understanding that we will
enjoy after our two years of study.”

Hub members offer their expertise in
exchange for access to the knowledge
and experience of the whole pool of
experts. Membership of the Hub is
open to individuals who register their
expertise by email. Once a member,
the individual can consult the Hub
pool on any Through-life Engineering
Services related subject. The
administration match individual Hub
members to queries raised and when a
suitable match has been found the two
parties are put in touch. The answering
Hub member undertakes to provide a
first level response to the query in a
timely manner free of charge. Should
any further help be needed or deeper
relationships develop then both parties
are free to pursue this on a commercial
or other basis.

We will host an annual event
specifically for the Hub community to
meet and debate issues of importance
in the field and hear from cutting edge
experts. Hub members will be invited
to EPSRC Centre events and enjoy
preferential rates at our major annual
functions.

• Free access to themed TES
knowledge days featuring top
quality speakers and workshops,
Free consultancy provided by TES
academics and research staff

TES Club

• TES Club has been designed as
an easy entry level to the Centre,
especially for smaller companies
across the service and support
supply chain, but it is open to
all organisations and provides a
simple way of engaging with the
broader Centre activities.

TES Club is a membership based
collaborative forum to develop the
research agenda and share best
practice in improving availability,
predictability and reliability of complex
engineering products and systems
to achieve optimum whole life cost.
TES Club provides an interactive
environment for addressing challenges
within sector supply chains and
communicating best practice across
multiple sectors.
This new tier of membership for
the EPSRC Centre in Through-life
Engineering Services offers the
following benefits:
• An annual three month research
project specifically for the members
undertaken by up to eight full-time
MSc students and supervised by
Cranfield academics
• A free training place on modules
from our MSc programme in
Through-life System Sustainment
on such topics as obsolescence
management and cost engineering

Jon is Capability Development Manager,
Engineering for Services, Rolls-Royce
plc.
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• Discounted access to our short
courses and annual international
conference

TES Services
Development of the TESCentre
applications’ consultancy offering
– TES Services – has commenced
with some initial consultancy tasks
in place: realising the intention for
the TESCentre to offer consultancy
services to industry partners and others
related to, and exploiting interests
in through-life engineering services
research. As the offering develops it will
provide additional revenue streams and
applications experience to the benefit
of TESCentre partners by developing
the Centre’s capability and credibility.
TES Services offers bespoke
consultancy to all whether existing
TESCentre partners or other
organisations with a need to develop
capability in through-life engineering.
Centre background intellectual

property is protected whilst assigning
new foreground IP to the client: it
allows existing partners to develop
and protect the specific application
of TESCentre and related research.
A major initial activity involves the
distribution, training and software
support for MOD’s obsolescence
management tool, TOMCAT, developed
from research at Cranfield, which helps
equipment support projects assess
how best to minimise the adverse effect
of component obsolescence throughout
the lifecycle of complex assets. Other
early projects include the application
through-life cost estimation and
uncertainty analysis techniques and
further work on the application of formal
standards in through-life engineering.
Looking forward to the second half of
the EPSRC programme the
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initial TES Services activity will be
focused on formalising the delivery
mechanisms and business model
together with the “TES Services”
identity whilst continuing to grow the
contract portfolio. It is anticipated that
TES Services will be delivered through
application of academic resources, as
available, together with the growing
team of third party associates. Overall,
the development of TES Services is
intended to support the application
of TESCentre research by individual
partners (whether or not they are
the commissioning the consultancy
themselves) and to contribute to
the long term sustainability and
development of the National Centre
during and beyond the initial EPSRC
funding.

TES Standards Strategy
Following the success of an initial
student project which looked at
the scope of application of formal
standards and standard terminology
in through-life engineering services,
BSI have joined the TESCentre as
a tier two partner sponsoring a TES
Services task to explore the potential
for a National strategy for standards in
through-life engineering services.
Paul Tasker
Royal Academy of Engineering Visiting
Professor in Services Intergrated
System Design

The intent is to frame potential
approaches to the development
of formal standards to encourage
innovation in the developing field of
through-life engineering services,
recognising the current state of of
applicable past and present standards,
notably PAS 55. Work started in April
and aims to develop ideas with industry
during Summer 2013 to report in time
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for any follow-on work to commence
in quarter four, 2013. An initial view
of the standards’ work stream from
the TES Centre Road Map (October
2012) has been developed to date
with 1:1 meetings and working group
engagements being planned over the
next two to three months.
Individuals or organisations wishing to
be involved or consulted should get in
touch with the managing consultant,Prof Paul Tasker
p.tasker@cranfield.ac.uk

Researcher Development
The backbone of the Centre is our post-doctoral staff and PhD students. These
are the workers at the coal face that on a day to day basis undertake the research
to bring new knowledge in Through-life Engineering Services to the fore. Their
technical and professional development is key to our future.

Researcher Development

TES Researcher Development

The EPSRC Centre is committed to the
development of its research staff, both
research fellows and PhD students,
and encourages all researchers to
participate in monthly discussion
seminars. At these events researchers
present their current work and on
any difficulties or problems that they
face. The audience of EPSRC Centre
staff and students then pool their
knowledge and expertise in helping
to explore and potentially solve these
research “log-jams”.These sessions
are welcomed by the researchers
and students. “There is nothing more
important than engaging with other
academics. At the Centre we do this
on a regular basis in a structured way
which allows us to open up new ideas
and explore them.” Michael Farnsworth

More focused staff development has
centred on key skill development with
researchers attending courses on Gas
Turbine technology, anthropomorphic
robot programming and in other
relevant technical areas. For those
involved in project management,
Prince2 courses have been attended
and practitioner status achieved by
three of the team. Academic status
has been granted to Dr Paul Phillips
and Dr LouisRedding enabling them
to supervise PhD and MSc students
directly and Paul has been accepted
as a research affiliate of CIRP, the
international body for Production
Engineering research.
Centre members are encouraged
to identify training and development
needs and wherever possible, these
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are met by the Centre management.
Two members of staff have won
Innovation Awards which will allow
them to develop their research
management skills through directing
small projects that have synergy with
the overall aims of the Centre.

Notes

Notes
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